
Tournament Committee Meeting 10th September 2016 
Present: David Anderson, Carole Foreman, Bob Clarke, David Parrott & John Zollo 

Apology: Phil Gue 

2017 Selection Trials 
The playoff involving the pairs placed 2nd to 5th will be discontinued, the team to instead consist of 
the first three pairs.  

Women's & Seniors Trials 

If six tables then a round robin of 12 board matches will be played, if five tables then a round robin 
of 14 board contests. 

Applications from country pairs to play in either of these events will be treated on their merits, 
based on recent performance and masterpoints earned. Such entries will be limited to at most one 
per event. 

ANC Captains 
It was recognised that we need two non playing captains at the ANC, under present circumstances 
being for the Women's and Youth teams. Each of these people will be expected to assist in the 
management of one of the other two teams. As a consequence the position of Team Manager will 
become redundant. 

Regional GNOT Administration 
It was acknowledged that the SABF should be Regional Coordinator of this event, as happens 
elsewhere in Australia. (The existing arrangements were introduced by the ABF when the SABF did 
not exist). This means that SABF Regulations will apply from 2017. 

The SABF will appoint a convenor for each of the non SABA GNOT events. 

Regional & Under Grand Master GNOT Qualifying Events - SABF Regulations 

To be eligible a team must have at least 3/4 of its attending players in the Regional or Under Grand 
GNOT Qualifying  available to attend the National Final. If this is not the case then a team may play 
as non contenders. All competing teams should advise as to whether they should be regarded as 
contending, or otherwise, prior to play commencing. 

A successful team may add a player, or a pair, provided such persons satisfy the eligibility 
requirements of that particular competition. 

If a team instead wishes to replace a player then the replacement  player must have competed in the 
respective GNOT Final. 

No player may compete if already qualified for the National final in a preceding event. 

 



Representation in the GNOT Regional Final. 

1. If no club qualifying event held, then just one team from that club may play in the Final 

2. If a club qualifying event has been conducted then at least two teams may compete, with a 
maximum of 40% (rounded up) of the teams playing in that club's qualifying competition. 

2017 SABF PROGRAM 
The draft 2017 program was tabled for approval. In particular: 

There will be no Monday evening sessions for the Open Trials Final 

The Under Grand GNOT Final is now scheduled for August 13th, the Regional Final August 27th. 
Venues are needed for both of these events. (Scheduling the Regional Final at the end of June was 
considered impractical, due to the variety of venues used and the inadequate heating in some of 
them.) 

The Loxton Congress has moved to the 28th and 29th of October. 

The Seniors Pairs has moved to November 19th. 

There is a possible clash between the National Team playoff and the State Pairs final. It was decided 
that if a member of a State Pairs Final pair is competing in the National final on that day, then they 
shall be entitled to a score of 55% or their average, whichever is the greater.   


